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The most important part of the core configuration is the XML document used to create the virtual tour. You will need to add the following information: The duration of the tour. The basic structure of the path or location that the user will need to visit. If the KRPano maps of the area need to be displayed, the path or location
of the images within the XML document that should be used. If the watermark or a logo should be presented, the path to the watermark or logo image. If the CMS4VR is launched before the tour starts, the launch configuration XML document. The location of any other documents that should be included within the virtual

tour and the path or location of those documents. The filename of the XML document used to launch the CMS4VR. The path and location of the XML document used to load the tour and overlay the images, watermarks or logos. KRPano can be extended to work with Google and any other similar services. Using the API, you
can easily develop for any CMS4VR supported location. The CMS4VR data can be accessed and manipulated directly through KRPano with little to no code alterations. In addition to the core configuration, you also need to extend the map portion of KRPano with navigation XML. The navigation will depend on how your

system was set up. You may need to navigate one or more folders containing the images within the virtual tour. Using your chosen editing software, you will access the XML document and add the location(s) you wish to be navigated. The last item required to create a virtual tour with KRPano is the overlay XML document.
This document will be used to overlap images or models within the virtual tour. You may have to create several overlay documents or just one depending on how the content is setup. You will need to specify the image(s) you want to be overlapped.
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There are no limits to what you can do with KRPano. You can use it to publish your own Virtual
Reality website, a mobile website, an interactive panoramas page, a panorama mobile application

or anything else you can imagine. As KRPano is completely free and open source, you are
completely free to use and modify it as you wish. You can publish your own version of KRPano

yourself if you wish or simply modify existing projects. We are very happy to answer any
questions you may have regarding KRPano and we look forward to developing more projects

together with you. KRPano allows you to easily create Virtual Reality content that you can view
and share with your friends and family, or publish to your own website and mobile applications.

You can even create your own custom tour with KRPano. The possibilities are endless, and this is
why we created KRPano. The Software License method applies to a situation in which the CMS4VR

license User does not allow other people or entities without a license for the CMS4VR system to
create virtual tour projects from an installation/copy of the CMS4VR system software. Krpano is

using the SaaS (Software as a Service) model to offer CMS4VR license Users the required KRPano
installation, not the other way around. SaaS is the normal way to offer KRPano for all users (see
the company website for further information). The Open Source model applies to a situation in

which the CMS4VR license User allows other people or entities without a license for the CMS4VR
system, to modify and improve the CMS4VR system software in accordance with the CMS4VR

license User’s preferences. 5ec8ef588b
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